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The transatlantic telephotie cable system was designed as a link connecting

communication neiiDorks on the two sides of the Atlantic. The technical

planning of the system and the objectives set up so that this role would be

fulfilled, are the principal subjects of this paper. Typical performance char-

acteristics illustrate the high degree with which the objectives have been

realized. Optimum application of the experience of the British Post Office

with rigid repeaters and the Bell System icith flexible repeaters, together with

close cooperation among three administrations, hcwe played a large part in

achieving Ike objectives.

INTRODUCTION

The transatlantic telephone cable system was planned primarily to

connect London to New York and London to Montreal, and thus serve

as an interconnection between continent-wide networks on the two sides

of the Atlantic. Thus, the system has to be capable of serving as a link in

wire circuits as long as 10,000 jniles, connecting telephone instruments

supplied by various administrations and used by peoples of many nations.

This role as an intercontinental link has, therefore, been a controUing

consideration in setting the basic objectives for the system.

The end sections of the system utilize facilities which are integral

parts of the internal networks of the United States, Great Britain and

Canada, but the essential new connecting links, extending between

Oban, Scotland, and the United States-Canada border, and forming

the greater part of the system, were built under an Agreement between

the joint owners — the American Telephone and Telegraph Company
and its subsidiary the Eastern Telephone and Telegraph Company (oper-

ating in Canada), the British Post Office, and the Canadian Overseas

* Bell Telephone Laborjitorios. f British Post Office. J Canadian Overseas
Telecommunication Corporation.
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Telecommunication Corporation. It is thus the joint effort of three

nations.

In planning the system, the main centres of interest were, naturally,

the two submarine cable sections, Scotland to Newfoundland, and New-

foundland to Nova Scotia, each of which had to meet a unique combina-

tion of requirements imposed by water depth, cable length and trans-

mitted bandwidth.

OVER-ALL VIEW OF THE SYSTEM

The transatlantic system provides 29 telephone circuits between Lon-

don and New York, six telephone circuits between London and Mont-

real, and a single circuit split between London— New York and Lon-

don—Montreal; this split circuit is available for telegraph and other

narrow band uses. There are also 24 telephone circuits available for local

service between Newfoundland and the Mainland of Canada, and there

is considerable excess capacity over the radio-relay link that crosses the

Maritime Provinces of Canada.

A map of the system is shown in Fig. 1; the facilities used, together

with the approximate route distances are shown in Fig. 2. It will be

seen that the over-all lengths of the London to New York and London to

Montreal circuits are 4,078 and 4,157 statute miles respectively. Seven

of the New York to London circuits are permanently extended to Euro-

pean Continental centres— Paris, Frankfurt (2), Amsterdam, Brussels,

Copenhagen and Berne. The longest circuit is thus New York to Copen-

hagen, 4,948 miles.

Starting at London, which is the switching centre for United Kingdom

and Continental points, 24-circuit carrier cables provide two alternative

routes to Glasgow and thence to Oban by a new coaxial cable. Between

London and Oban the two routes are fed in parallel at the sending ends,

so a changeover can be effected at the receiving ends only. At a later

date, an alternative route out of Oban will bo provided by a new coaxial

cable to Inverness.

From Oban a deep-sea submarine link connects to Clarenville, New^-

foundland. This link is in fact two parallel submarine cables, one used

for east-to-west transmission, the other for transmission in the reverse

direction. Each cable is roughly l,9o0 nautical-miles in length and lies

at depths \'arying between a few hundred fathoms on the continental

shelf and about 2,300 fathoms at the deepest point. Each cable incorpo-

rates 51 repeaters in flexible housings which compensate for the cable

attenuation of about 3,200 db at the top frequency of 164 kc. These
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cables carry 36 telephone circuits plus maintenance circuits and estab-

lish the present maximum capacity of the transatlantic system.

At Clarcnville, connection is made with Sydney Mines, Nova Scotia,

by a second cable system which goes 63 statute-miles over land to Ter-

renceville, Newfoundland, and thence about 270 nautical-miles in coastal

waters at a depth of about 250 fathoms. Although this system is partly

on land, it is basically a submarine system in design, the two portions

differing only in the protection of the cable. In this link, the two direc-

tions of transmission are carried by the same cable, a low-frequency band
being used from wcst-to-east and a high-frequency band in the opposite

direction. In addition to the necessary maintenance circuits, a total of

GO two-way circuits are provided, 36 being used for transatlantic service,

and the remainder being available for service between Newfoundland

and the Mainland. Sixteen two-way repeaters in rigid containers provide

close to 1,000 db gain at this system's top frequency of 552 kc.

From Sydney Mines, transmission is by radio-relay to the United

States-Canada border and thence to Portland, Maine; this system

operates at about 4,000 mc and includes 17 intermediate stations. From
Portland, standard 12-circuit carrier and coaxial cable facihties are used

to connect with White Plains, New York, the American switching center

30 miles north of New York City, where connection is made to the Bell

System network.

The Montreal circuits leave the radio-relay route at Spruce Lake, a

relay station near the Border, from which point a short radio spur con-

nects to St. John, New Brunswick, thence to Quebec on a 12-circuit

open-wire carrier system and thence to Montreal on a 12-circuit cable

carrier system.

BACKGROUND TO THE SUBMARIN^E CABLE SYSTEMS

The submarine cable sections have been built upon a long background

of experience. Some of the cable laying and design techniques go back to

the early telegraph cables of almost a century ago, and Lord Kelvin's

analysis of the laying process is still the standard mathematical treatise

on the subject. It is also interesting to note that the firm which provided

most of the cable is a subsidiary of the organization that manufactured

and laid the first successful transatlantic telegraph cable some 90 years

ago.

In addition to the long experience in submarine telegraphy, the trans-

atlantic system has drawn on over a quarter of a century of experience

of telephone cable work in the British Post Office and the Bell System.
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Experience in these two organizations has been quite different, but each

in its own way has been invaluable in achieving today's system.

British Experience

In Great Britain, communication to the Continent dominated the

early work in submarine telephony and led to systems providing rela-

tively large numbers of circuits over short cables laid in shallow water.

Early systems were un-repeatered, but the advantages of submerged

repeaters were apparent. Experimental work, started in 1938, culminated

in the first submerged repeater installation in an Anglesey-Isle of Man
cable in 1943. Currently, there are many repeaters in the various shallow

water cables radiating from the British Isles.

These repeaters, although of a size and mechanical structure well

suited to shallow water apphcations, are not structurally suited to

Atlantic depths. In 1948, the Post Office began to study deep water

problems, and the first laying tests of a deep-water repeater housing were

conducted in the Bay of Biscay in 1951. This housing was rigid, like the

shallow-water ones, but smaller and double-ended so that the repeater

was in line with the cable. Thus the rotation of the repeater, which

accompanies the twisting and untwisting of the cable as tension is in-

creased and decreased during the laying operation could be tolerated.

The housing now used by the British Post Office is basically the same as

this early deep-water design, although minor modifications have been

made to improve the closure and water seals.

A serious study of transatlantic telephony was begun by the Post

Office in 1950 when a committee was set up to report on future possibili-

ties of repeatered cables. As a result, it was decided in 1952 to engineer

a new telephone cable to Scandinavia, 300 nautical-miles in length, as a

deep-water prototype, even though the requirements of depth, length,

and channel capacity all could have been met by existing shallow-water

designs.

All of the Post Office submarine systems are alike in that they use but

a single cable, the go and return paths being carried by different frequency

bands. The adoption of this plan was greatly influenced by the conditions

under which the art developed. Because North Sea and Channel cables

were highly subject to damage from fishing operations, it was desirable to

limit the effects of such damage as much as possible. A single cable

system is obviously preferable under these circumstances to a system

using separate go and return cables which could be put out of service by

damage to either cable. Since these systems were designed for shallow
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water use, the additional container size required for two-way repeaters

was of no great moment compared to the advantages of a single-cable

system.

United Slates Experience

In the United States, the cable art developed under very different

circumstances. There was, of course, need for communication to Cuba,

Catalina, Nantucket and other off-shore locations, some of which in-

volved conditions similar to those existing around the British Isles.

The application of carrier to several of these cables occurred at an early

date, but the repeater art was not directed at these shallow water appli-

cations.

For many years, telephone communication to Europe had been an

important goal and some thirty-five years ago a specific proposal was

made by the Bell System to the Post Office for a single, continuously-

loaded, nonrepeatered cable to provide a single telephone circuit across

the Atlantic.

This system was never built, partly because of the economic depression

of the early thirties and partly because short-wave radio was able to

meet (current needs. Cable studies and experiments in the laboratory and

field were continued, however, and largely influenced subsequent devel-

opments. It was at this time that the physical stnicture of the cable now
used in the transatlantic system wan worked out. It was also at this

time that the harmful effects of physical irregularities in the cable were

demonstrated. As cables are laid in deep water, high tensions are devel-

oped which unwrap the armor wires that normally spiral about the

central structure. As tension changes during the laying process, twisting

and untwisting occurs which is hai'mloss if distrilxited along the cable.

But obstructions in the cable which pro^ent rotation, or any other pro-

cess such as starting and stopping of the ship which tends to localize twist-

ing, are likely to cause kinking of cable and buckling of the conductors.

By 1932, electronic tecimology had advanced to a point where serious

consideration could be given to a wideband system with numerous long-

life repeaters laid on the bottom of the ocean and powered by current

supplied over the cable from sources on shore.

The hazardous effects of obstructions in the cable, demonstrated in

early laying tests, indicated that tlie chances of a successful deep-sea

cable would bo greatest if the repeaters were in small-diameter, flexible

housings which could pass through laying gear without stopping the

ship and without restricting the normal untwisting and twisting of the
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cable. The structure ultimately evolved, consisting of two over-lapping

layers of abutting steel pressure rings within a flexible waterproof con-

tainer, was an important influence on the electrical design, since it placed

severe Umitations on size and placement of individual components.

Because these repeaters were to lie without failure for many years on

the ocean bottom, it was necessary either to provide a minimum number

of components of the utmost rehability, or to provide dupUcate com-

ponents to take over in case of failure. The size limitation favored the

former approach. Similarly, the need for small size and minimum number

of components militated against the use of two-way repeaters with their

associated directional filters.

Out of these considerations grew the Bell System approach to solving

the transatlantic problem by the use of two cables, each with built-in

flexible amplifiers containing the minimum number of components of

utmost reliability and a life objective of 20 years or better.

It was not until the end of World War II that such a system could be

tried. At this time it was decided to install a pair of cables on the Key

West-Havana route to evaluate the transatlantic design which had

evolved in the prewar years. After further laying trials, this plan was

completed in May, 1950, with the laying of two cables. Each of these

had three built-in repeaters lying at depths up to 950 fathoms. These

cables, each about 120 nautical-miles in length, carry 24 telephone

circuits. They have now been in continuous service for over six years

without repeater failure or evidence of deterioration.

EARLY TRANSATLANTIC TECHNICAL DECISIONS

Early in 1952, negotiations concerning a transatlantic cable were

again opened between the American Telephone and Telegraph Company

and the British Post Office. As indicated above, at that time each party

had been laying plans for such a system. Thus it became necessary to

evaluate the work on each side of the Atlantic to evolve the best techni-

cal solution.

To do this, a technical team from the Post Office visited Bell Telephone

Laboratories in the fall of 1952 to examine developments in the United

States. The work of the preceding 30 years w^as reviewed in detail with

particular emphasis on the development and manufacture of the 1950

Key West-Havana cables. This was followed by a visit to the Post

Office by a Bell Laboratories' team to review similar work in Great Brit-

ain. Again the review was comprehensive, covering shallow-water sys-

tems as well as plans for deep-water repeaters. Each visit was charac-

terized by a frankness and complete openness of discussion that is

perhaps unusual in international negotiations.
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As is apparent from the previous discussion, it was found that the

basic features of a deep-water design had been completed by the Bell

System. Not only had many of the components been under laboratory

test for many years, but a complete system had been operating for 2^

years between Havana and Key West. To use a phrase coined at the time,

the design had proven integrity.

Because of the years of proof and the conservative approach adopted

to assure long life, the design was far from modern. The electron tubes,

for example, had characteristics typical of tubes of the late 1930's, when,

in fact, they were designed. Similarly, other components were essentially

of prewar design.

The Post Office, on the other hand, had pioneered shallow-water

repeaters and were pre-eminent in this field. Their deep-water designs

were still evolving and had not yet been subjected to the same rigorous

tests as the Bell System repeaters. This later evolution, however, made
possible a much more modern design. The electron tubes, for example,

had a mutual conductance of 6,000 micromhos as compared to about

1,000 in the Bell System repeater, and thus had a potentiality for much
greater repeater bandwidths.

It was apparent from these reviews that only the American design was
far enough advanced to assure service at an early date. It also appeared

to have the integrity so essential to such a pioneering and costly effort

as a transatlantic cable. On the other hand, the more modern Post

Office design had many elements of potential value. If deep-water laying

hazards could be overcome and proof of reliability established, it gave

promise of greater flexibility and economy for future systems.

It was on these grounds that Dr. Mervin Kelly for the Bell System
and Sir Gordon Radley for the Post Office jointly recommended that

the Bell System design be used for the long length and great depths of

the Atlantic crossing and the Post Office design be used for the New-
foundland-Nova Scotia link where the shallower water afforded less

hazard and bettor observation of this potentially interesting design. The
decision to use the Post Office design was subjectto technical review after

deep-sea laying tests and further experience with circuits and com-
ponents. This review, made in June of 1934, confirmed the soundness

of the original recommendation.

SYSTEM PLANNING

Planning of the individual systems began as soon as the technical

decision just mentioned had been reached. By the time administrative

agreements had been reached and the contract signed on November
27, 1953, both parties were ready to set up system objectives and an
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over-all system plan. This work, too, was accomplished by a series of

technical meetings held alternately in the United States and the United

Kingdom, with additional meetings in Canada.

At the first of these meetings, a decision of far-reaching importance

was made. It was agreed that each technical problem would be solved

as it arose in so far as possible on the best engineering basis, putting aside

all considerations of national pride. Adherence to this principle did

much to forward the technical negotiations.

The initial joint meeting was also responsible for establishing most

of the basic performance objectives of the system. The target date for

opening of service, December 1, 195G, had been settled even earlier and

was, in the event, bettered by nearly 10 weeks.

Service Objectives

A statement of the manner in which the system would be used and the

services to be provided was a necessary preliminary to establishing

performance objectives.

It was agreed that the system should be designed as a connecting

link between the North American and European long distance networks.

As such it should be capable of connecting any telephone in North Amer-

ica (ordinarily reached through the Bell System or Canadian long dis-

tance networks) with any telephone in the British Isles or any telephone

normally reached from the British Isles through the European conti-

nental network. The system would be designed primarily for message

telephone service but consideration would be given to the provision of

other services such as VF carrier telegraph, program (music), and tele-

photograph as permitted by technical and contractual considerations.

It was also agreed that the two submarine cable links should be so

planned that it would be possible to utilize the full bandwidth in any

desired manner in the future. Thus, for example, repeater test signals

should be outside the main transmission band.

All elements in the submarine cable systems were to be planned for

reliable service over a period of at least 20 years.

Transmission Objectives

The term "objective" was used advisedly in describing the aims of

the system. It was agreed that such objectives were not ironclad rec[uire-

ments but rather desirable goals which it was believed practical to attain

with the facilities proposed. Reasonable departure from these goals, how-

ever, would not be reason for major redesign.
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Since the transatlantic circuits were to connect two extensive net-

works, the broad objective was to add as little loss and other forms of

impairment as practical. To this end, they were to be designed essentially

to the standards of international circuits as defined by the C.C.I.F.*

and of circuits connecting main switching points in national networks,

as for example, "Regional Centers" in the Bell System network and

"Zone Centers" in the Post Ofhce network.

The possibility of increasing the circuit capacity of the system by

using channel spacings less than 4 kc was obvious. It was decided, how-

ever, to adopt, initially at least, the -l-kc spacing commonly used by

long distance systems on both sides of the Atlantic. This would make

possible the use of standard multiplexing arrangements, and it was

believed that the number of circuits provided would be adequate for

the first few years of operation. It would undoubtedly be desirable to

increase the number of circuits in later years, but a decision on the

method to be used was left until <'ompletion of exploratory work on

several methods which promised capacity increases with less degradation

than narrow-band operation.

The decision to use standard terminal equipment led naturally to

acceptance of the principle that the 36 circuits across the Atlantic would

be assembled as three I2-channel groups in the range 60-108 kc and the

60 circuits between Newfoundland and Nova Scotia as five 12-channel

groups and thence as a supergroup in the range 312-552 kc. These are

standard modulation stages in the multiplexing arrangements for broad-

band carrier system on both sides of the Atlantic. Two of the 12-channel

transatlantic groups would be connected to New York and the third

would be split to provide 6^ circuits to Montreal and 5| to New York in

accordance with the Agreement.

To provide for program circuits, three eastbound and three west-

bound channels in each of the three transatlantic groups would be made
available when required; equipment would be provided to replace either

two or three 4-kc message telephone channels by a music channel. In

order to avoid the agreed group pilot frequencies and to provide service

to Montreal, it was agreed to utilize the frequency bands 68-76 kc and

64-76 kc in the 12-channel groups for this purpose. Terminals of British

Post Office design would be used at all points for translation between

program and carrier frequencies. The normal Bell System terminals

could not be used since they occupy the frequency ranges 80-88 kc and

* The International Consultative Committee on Telephony (C.C.I.F.) bases
its recommendatioHH on a circuit 2,500 km (1,600 miles) in length, with implied
pro rata increases for iioiwc impairment.
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76-88 kc which are not compatible with the split group arrangement or

with the 84.08 kc end-to-end pilot.

Net Loss

The nominal 1,000-cycIe net loss objective between London and New
York for calls switched to other long distance trunks at each end (i.e.,

the via net loss) was set at 0.5 db. For calls terminating at either New
York or London, the loss would be increased by switching a 3.5-db pad

in London, as recommended by the C.C.I.F., and a 2-db pad at New
York as standard in the Bell System. Thus a New York to London call

would have a net loss of 6 db.

Variations from these nominal net losses owing to temperature effects,

lack of perfect equalization and regulation, etc., are to be expected and

a standard deviation of 1.5 db was set as the objective for such variations

in the absence of trouble. The allocation of this variation to the various

Unks is shown in Table L
It is interesting to note that a smaller variation was allocated to the

submarine links than to the over-land links. It was believed that the

more stable environment on the ocean floor would make it possible to

meet the rather smaU variation assigned to these links.

While these loss variations are consistent with normal long distance

trunk objectives, they would not be satisfactory if compandors were

found necessary to meet the noise objectives, and it was agreed that any

of the links lying between such compandors would have to meet ob-

jectives half as large as those in Table I.

Frequency Characteristics

For telephone message cu-cuits, the frequency characteristic recom-

mended by the C.C.I.F., Fig. 3, was adopted with the expectation that

it could be bettered by a factor of two, since channel equipments would

be included at the circuit terminals only, as described later.

Table I— Standard Deviations of Net Loss Objective

Link Standurd Deviation (db]

0.75
0.75
0.5
0.6
0.75

Total (Assuming rms addition)

New York-Londonl 1.5
Montreal-London /
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OBJECTIVE LIMITS
FOR VOICE CHANNEL

Y

300 400 500 600 600 1000

FREQUENCy IN CYCLES PER SECOND
3000 4000

j
Fig. 3 — C.C.I.F. objectives for frequency characteristic of voice channel.

I

No specific objectives were agreed upon for the frequency characteris-

tics of the 12-chanuel groups as such, but there was an expectation that

±2clb could be achieved except for frequencies adjacent to the filters

in the split group.

For program channels, the C.C.I.F. recommendations were also

adopted in respect of the two-band (6.4 kc) and three-band (10 kc)

arrangements. To meet the requirements of these channels and of teleg-

raphy, an overall frequency stability objective of ±2 cycles was adopted.

Noise and Crosstalk

Noise objectives were established to be reasonably consistent both

with Bell System and C.C.I.F.* objectives for circuits of transatlantic

length.

The objective for the rms circuit noise at a zero level point in the

* The methods specified by these two bodies for the assessment of circuit noise

difTcr in three respects, the imits employed, the frequency weighting employed,
and the friiction of the busy hour fur wliich the specified noise may occur. The
meters concerned are tiie Bell System 2H noise meter (FIA weighting network)
residing in dba and the C.C.I.F. psopliometer (1951 weighting networlv) reading

in millivolts across (>00 ohms. The relalionship between readings on the two meters
is discussed in a later paper and it will sufiice here to note that, for white noise

dbm (COIF) = dba (Bell) - 84.
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Table II—RMS Noise Objectives in Busy Hour

Link Approx. mileage Noise dba

New York-Sydney Mineal 1,000

400
2,000

500

31
Montreal-Sydney Mines /

28
36
28

Total
New York-Londonl 38
Montreal-London /

busy hour was agreed as 38 dba (i.e. -46 dbm or 3.9 mv). This was

allocated between the various links as in Table II.

For the program channels, the agreed noise objective was —50 dbm

as measured on a C.C.I.F. psophometer with a 1951 program weighting

network.

Statistical data on probable speech levels and distributions at London

and New York terminals were provided as a basis for repeater loading

studies.

Early planning studies indicated that these objectives would probably

be met on all, or nearly all channels without resort to compandors. If,

as the system aged, the noise increased owing to increasing misalign-

ment, the use of compandors would offer a means for reducing message

circuit noise below the objectives.

The minumum equal-level crosstalk loss between any two telephone

channels was set at 56 db for any source of potentially intelligible cross-

talk. For channels used for VF telegraph, the equal-level crosstalk loss

between go and return directions was set as a minimum of 40 db; for

all program channels the minimum crosstalk attenuation would be 55 db.

Restrictions of Telegraph and Other Services

Since the system was being designed primarily for message telephone

service, it was agreed that a channel used for any other service should

not contribute more to the system rms or peak load than if this channel

were used for message telephone, except by prior agreement between

Post Office, Bell System and Canadian Overseas Telecommunication

Corporation engineering representatives.

Signalling Objectives

In order to conserve frequency space, it was decided to transmit all

calling and supervisory signals within the telephone channel bands and,
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to avoid transmission degradation, it was agreed that the signaling

power and duration would not amount to more than 9 milliwatt-seconds

in the busy hour at a zero level point; this would not contribute unduly

to the loading of the system.

It was agreed that, for initial operation, ringdown signaling would be

employed, but the system design should be such as to permit the use of

dialing at a later date.

Echo Suppressors

Echo control was considered essential, since the via net loss of the

transatlantic circuits would be only 0.5 db, with a one-way transmission

time of 35 milliseconds. Echo suppressors would be provided initially at

New York and Montreal only, and arrangements made in London to

cut out such suppressors as may be fitted there on Continental circuits,

when these are used for extension of the transatlantic circuits. It was

recognized, however, that other suppressors might be encountered in the

more remote parts of Continental and United States extensions. The

general problem of how best to arrange and operate echo suppressors on

very long switched connections is one which remains for consideration

later.

Maintenance and Operating Services

Telephone Speaker arid Telegraph Printer Circuits

The need for telephone and telegraph circuits for maintenance and

administration was recognized, and it was agreed to provide the fol-

lowing circuits on the submarine links at frequencies immediately out-

side the main transmission bands where inferior and somewhat uncer-

tain characteristics might be expected (Fig. 4)

:

(a) A 4-kc band, possibly sub-standard in regard to noise, equipped

with band splitting equipmeiU {EB Banks) to provide two half-band-

width telephone (speaker) circuits, and

(b) two frequency-modulated telegraph (printer) circuits.

These circuits would be extended over the land circuits to the terminal

stations by standard arrangements as needed and would be used to pro-

\-ide the following facilities;

(I) An omnibus speaker circuit connecting the principal stations on

the route, including Montreal.

(II) A speaker circuit for point-to-point communication between the

principal stations— i.e., non-continuous.

(III) A direct printer circuit between London and White Plains.

(IV) An omnibus printer circuit as (I) above.

.^i-.
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Repealer Test Frequencies

In each submarine cable link, test frequency bands were required for

monitoring repeater performance; and these are indicated in Fig. 4.

Pilot Frequencies

It was agreed to provide pilot facilities throughout the route for line-up

maintenance and regulation purposes. In addition to the usual pilots on

the inland networks, there would be pro^-ided

:

(a) a 92-kc pilot in each 12-channel group, continuous only in a par-

ticular section of the route and fitted with a recording voltmeter at the

receiving end of that section, and

(b) an 84.08-kc overall pilot in each 12-channel group as recommended

by the C.C.I.F. This would transmit continuously over the entire route

and would be monitored and recorded at every main station.

Connections between Component Links

At the time that the objectives were being established, a far-reaching

decision was made to employ channel equipment at London, New York,

and Montreal only, and to adopt the frequency band 60-108 kc as the

standard frequency for connecting the various parts of the over-all

system. By adopting this band as standard for the transatlantic system,

it also became possible to interconnect readily with land systems at each

end.

This agreement also facilitated decisions on responsibihty for design

and manufacture of equipment. For example, it became logical to define

each submarine system as the equipment between points where the

00-108-kc band appeared, i.e., the group connecting frames. Thus, these

systems would include not only the cable, repeaters, and power supplies,

but also the terminal gear to translate between 60-108 kc and line

frequency of the submarine system. It also became logical to assign

responsibility for manufacture of all of this equipment to the administra-

tion responsible for the specific system design, i.e., responsibility for the

Oban-Clarenville link to the Bell System and the ClarenviHe-Sydney

Mines link to the Post Office.

THE REALIZATION OF THE SYSTEM

With decisions reached on the system objectives and interconnecting

arrangements, it became possible to lay out jointly a detailed over-all

plan and for each administration to proceed with developing and engi-

neering the links under its jurisdiction.

L.-.-
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There was an understanding that there should be no deliberate attempt

to make the characteristics of one hnk compensate for those of another,

and so it would be incumbent on the administrations to produce the

best possible group characteristic on each hiik.

The overall plan for the system, as finally developed, is shown in Fig. 2.

Except for the necessity to split one of the three transatlantic groups in

each direction to provide 6^ circuits to Montreal and 5^ to New York,

which required specially designed crystal filters, no unusual circuit

facilities were required.

Special equipment arrangements were called for at Sydney Mines and

Clarenville to provide security for the Montreal-London circuits where

they appeared in the same office with White Plains-London circuits. In

these cases, a special locked room was constructed tohouse the equipment

associated with the channel group containing the Canadian circuits.

The details of how the two all-important submarine cable links were

designed and engineered to meet their individual objectives are given in

companion papers. The efficiency and integrity of these two links are

the highest that could be devised by engineers on both sides of the

Atlantic.

Finally, each section of the connecting links was lined-up and tested

individually before bringing them all together as an integrated system.

OVER-ALL PERFORMANCE OF THE SYSTEM

The system went into service on September 25, 1956, so soon after

completion of some of the links that it was not possible to include all

the final equalizers. Nevertheless, after completion of the initial overall

line-up, the performance has been found to meet very closely the odg-

inal objectives. The system went into service without the use of com-

pandors on any of the telephone circuits, but compandors are included in

the program equipment. At the time of writing, only the 2-channel

program equipment is available for use.

Frequency Characteristics of IS-channel groups

Fig. 5 shows the frequency characteristic of one of the 12-channel

groups, hnk by link and over-all, measured at group frequencies corre-

sponding to 1,000 cycles on each channel. In both of the complete

London-New York groups the deviation from flat transmission is within

±1.5 db, and some further improvement is to be expected when the

equalization is finahzed. For the split group, the characteristics are

similar except for the effect of the splitting filters.
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Variation of Over-all Transmission Loss

The system has, of course, only been completed for a short time, but

the indications so far are that the standard deviation of the transmission

loss, as indicated by the 84.08-kc group pilots is well within the objective

of 1.5 db. Alarms operate when the received pilot level deviates by ±4
db and, so far, these alarms have not operated under working conditions.

Frequency Characteristics of Tele-phone Circuits

Fig. 6 shows the measured frequency characteristic of a typical circuit

in the two directions of transmission as measured in the through and

terminated conditions. Half the C.C.I.F. hmits are met on most circuits.

CHANNEL NUMBER23456709 10 11 12

f
.

-— ^ ^—
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\/
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Fig. 5 — Frequency characteristic of typical London-New York channel group.

(Measured at group frequencies corresponding to 1,000 cycles.)
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Circuit Noise

The circuit noise, referred to a zero level point is as follows:

London-New York Best 30 dba; worst 36 dba

New York-London Best 29 dba; worst 41 dba

London-Montreal Best 30 dba; worst 33 dba

Montreal-London Best 30 dba; worst 31 dba
Two circuits at present exceed the objective of 38 dba in the New York-

London direction only ; the higher noise levels refer to the high frequency

channels in the Oban-Clarenville cable. After additional data on the

effect of cable temperature variations are accumulated, refinements will

be made in the equalization and adjustment of levels on the Oban-Claren-

ville link. It is expected that the two worst channels can then be made
to meet the objectives— still without the use of compandors.

Frequency Characteristics of Program Channels

Fig. 7 shows the measured frequency characteristic of a London-New
York program channel; this is typical.

Telegraph Channels London-Montreal

In the Agreement it was envisaged that at least six 50-baud telegraph

channels could be provided in each direction in the Canadian half circuit.

In fact, eleven such channels have been provided using carriers spaced
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Fig. 7 — Frequency characteristic of typical program channel, London-New York.

at 120 cycles and frequency modulation. The telegraph distortion due

to the cable system with start stop signals is about 4 per cent in every

case, thus making the circuits suitable for switched connections, without

regeneration, up to the same limits as inland systems.

Tests over the system indicate that the channel speed can be raised

satisfactorily to 80 bauds on at least ten of the channels. By the adoption

of synchronous working, it appears that time division multiplex systems

can be operated on these ten channels to double their capacity at a later

date.

CONCLUSION

The transatlantic cable system has presented unique problems in sys-

tem planning and design. It has been necessary to design the system

to connect the facilities of many countries and to provide for cable com-

munication of unprecedented length. But the stringent design objectives

necessary to meet these requirements have not been the only challenge

to the designer. It has been necessary to meet these objectives with a

system which for over 2,000 miles of its length could not be altered to

the shghtest extent once it had been placed on the ocean bottom. Except

for the adjustments which can be made at the shore terminals of the

submarine links it has not been permissible to make any of the multitude

of small design changes, substitutions and adaptations which are so

commonly required in new systems to achieve the design objectives.

The success achieved in meeting the original objectives is a measure of

the realism of the early planning as well as the dihgence with which the

project was carried forward to completion and is a tribute to all who

took part in planning, designing and building the system.

The accomplishment of getting into commercial service a working

system with many complex links six weeks after the final splice was

dropped overboard, and nearly ten weeks ahead of schedule, is a further

tribute to the close cooperation of the technical people of three nations.




